
Year 4 Inter-house Tri-Golf Competition 

This month’s inter-house competition was the “Tri-Golf” competition, where children were involved 

with different Tri-Golf games which focused on different skills, like accuracy and power. Year 4 

participated in this competition. This competition consisted of 4 games, as shown in the table below. 

Finders keepers, Cliff hanger, Go for the green and Dominoes. These games tested different areas of 

Tri-Golf. 
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Conclusion 

After taking part in a very exciting, and fast paced Tri-Golf tournament, children had lots of fun 

competing against each other and the scores were amazingly very close with there being a joint 1st 

place as well as a joint second place! Here is the table to show you the results below. We scored our 

games a little different to the games cards, and gave points based on how fast a team could 

complete the task, as well as how well they could perform what was needed. 

Activity HICKMAN STONEFIELD ST LEONARDS ST EDWARDS 

Finders Keepers 32 18 20 20 

Cliff Hanger 12 16 17 15 

Go for the Green 21 19 21 20 

Dominoes 3 7 10 5 

Total: 68 60 68 60 

 

As you can see, the scoring was very, very close, with Hickman and St Leonards both scoring 68 

points for joint 1st, and Stonefield as well as St Edwards scoring 60 to make it a close joint 2nd place! 

In the end, me and Mr. Harris had to call a tie break, where both St Leonards and Hickman had to hit 

a single target. The first team to hit the target would win the game and take second place, with the 

other two houses finishing joint 3rd place. A cracking game was played, which ended in Hickman 

becoming the champions of Tri-Golf for year 4! Well done to all of the children who participated, you 

did excellent, and a massive congratulation to Hickman! 

 

Here are a few snapshots of the children taking part in their competition. 

 

 



 

 



 

 


